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ALGEBRAIC DIVISIBILITY SEQUENCES OVER
FUNCTION FIELDS
PATRICK INGRAM, VALE´RY MAHE´, JOSEPH H. SILVERMAN,
KATHERINE E. STANGE, AND MARCO STRENG
Abstract. In this note we study the existence of primes and of primi-
tive divisors in function field analogues of classical divisibility sequences.
Under various hypotheses, we prove that Lucas sequences and elliptic
divisibility sequences over function fields defined over number fields con-
tain infinitely many irreducible elements. We also prove that an elliptic
divisibility sequence over a function field has only finitely many terms
lacking a primitive divisor.
In Memory of Alf van der Poorten,
Mathematician, Colleague, Friend
1. Introduction
Integer sequences of the form
(1) Ln =
fn − gn
f − g ∈ Z
are called Lucas sequences (of the first kind). Necessarily, f and g are
the roots of a monic quadratic polynomial p(x) ∈ Z[x]. The most famous
examples are the Fibonacci numbers and the Mersenne numbers, with p(x) =
x2 − x− 1 and p(x) = (x− 2)(x− 1), respectively.
Lucas sequences are associated to twisted forms of the multiplicative
group Gm. Replacing Gm with an elliptic curve yields an analogous class of
sequences. Let E/Q be an elliptic curve given by a Weierstrass equation,
let P ∈ E(Q) be a nontorsion point, and write
x
(
[n]P
)
= An/D
2
n ∈ Q
as a fraction in lowest terms. The integer sequence (Dn)n≥1 is called the
elliptic divisibility sequence (EDS) associated to the pair (E,P ). Both Lucas
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sequences and EDS are examples of divisibility sequences, i.e.,
m | n =⇒ Lm | Ln and Dm | Dn.
The primality of terms in integer sequences is an old question. For exam-
ple, a long-standing conjecture says that the Mersenne sequence Mn = 2
n−1
contains infinitely many primes, and more generally it is expected that a
Lucas sequence will have infinitely many prime terms [8, 17, 24] unless it
has a “generic” factorization [13]. On the other hand, because of the rapid
growth rate of EDS, which satisfy log |Dn|  n2, the prime number theorem
suggests that EDS should contain only finitely many primes [10].
In this paper we study the problem of irreducible elements in Lucas se-
quences and EDS defined over one-dimensional function fields K(C), where
K is a number field. We note that this is different from the case of function
fields over finite fields, where one would expect the theory to be similar to
the case of sequences defined over number fields. We begin with a definition.
Definition 1. Let C/K be a curve defined over a number field K. A
divisor D ∈ Div(CK) is defined over K if it is fixed by Gal(K/K). It is
semi-reduced if every point occurs with multiplicity 0 or 1.
If D is defined over K and semi-reduced, and Gal(K/K) acts transitively
on the support of D, then we say that D is irreducible over K.
Let K be a number field. We consider first Lucas sequences over the
coordinate ring K[C] of an affine curve C. As we have noted, it is not true
that all Lucas sequences have infinitely many prime terms, so we impose a
technical restriction which we call amenability. See Definition 10 in Section 3
for the full definition, but for example, amenable sequences include those of
the form
Ln =
f(T )n − 1
f(T )− 1
with f(T )− 1 of prime degree and irreducible in the polynomial ring K[T ].
With the amenability hypothesis, we are able to prove that Lq is irreducible
for a set of primes q of positive lower density (we recall the definition of
Dirichlet density in Section 3).
Theorem 2. Let K be a number field, let C/K be an affine curve, let K[C]
denote the affine coordinate ring of C/K, and let Ln ∈ K[C] be an amenable
Lucas sequence. Then the set of primes q such that div(Lq) is irreducible
over K has positive lower Dirichlet density.
Example 3. Let C be the affine line, so K[C] = K[T ]. Then a func-
tion f(T ) ∈ K[T ] is irreducible if and only if its divisor div(f) ∈ Div(C) is
irreducible. As a specific example, the polynomial
Lq =
(T 2 + 2)q − 1
T 2 + 1
∈ Q[T ]
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is irreducible in Q[T ] for all primes q ≡ 3 (mod 4), although we note that
computations suggest that these Lq are in fact irreducible for all primes q.
See Section 7 for more details on this example.
The definition of elliptic divisibility sequences over Q depends on writing
a fraction in lowest terms. We observe that the denominator of the x-
coordinate of a point P on a Weierstrass curve measures the primes at
which P reduces to the point O at infinity. We use this idea in order to
define our more canonical notion of EDS over function fields, which does
not depend on a choice of model, only on E/K and P ∈ E(K).
Definition 4. LetK(C) be the function field of a smooth projective curve C,
let E/K(C) be an elliptic curve defined over the function field of C, and
let E → C be the minimal proper regular model of E over C. 1 Let O ⊂ E
be the image of the zero section. Each point P ∈ E(K(C)) induces a map
σP : C → E . The elliptic divisibility sequence associated to the pair (E,P )
is the sequence of divisors
DnP = σ
∗
nP (O) ∈ Div(C), n ≥ 1.
(If nP = O, we leave DnP undefined.)
The general problem of irreducible elements in EDS over function fields
appears difficult. Even the case of a split elliptic curve, which we study in
our next result, presents challenges.
Theorem 5. Let K be a number field, let K(C) be the function field of a
curve C, and let (DnP )n≥1 be an elliptic divisibility sequence, as described
in Definition 4, corresponding to a pair (E,P ). Suppose further that
i) the elliptic curve E is split, i.e., E is isomorphic to a curve over K;
ii) the elliptic curve E does not have CM;
iii) the point P ∈ E(K(C)) is nonconstant; and
iv) the divisor DP is irreducible over K and has prime degree.
Then the set of rational primes q such that the divisor DqP −DP is irre-
ducible has positive lower Dirichlet density.
Remark 6. If P is constant, then the EDS is trivial. The condition that
DP is irreducible is also necessary, as counterexamples can be obtained from
Theorem 18 below. We will explain below Theorem 7 why q must be prime.
The other conditions, that E is split and non-CM, and that DP has prime
degree, are consequences of our methods. We will use the Galois theory of
E[q] over K, which looks very different if E is non-split or CM. And we will
employ the fact that q is inert in the field extension K(DP )/K for a positive
density of primes q, a fact that is true by Chebotarev’s density theorem if
the degree of the field extension is prime (Lemma 15), but not in general.
1The minimal proper regular model is a smooth projective surface over K associated
to E. See Section 5 for more information.
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The proofs of Theorems 2 and 5 are similar. In both cases, the sequence
in question arises from a certain point P in an algebraic group (the multi-
plicative group Gm in the former case) over K. And in both cases, the point
P is defined over K(C), and the qth term of the sequence corresponds to
the divisor on C over which the point P meets the q-torsion of the group.
If the absolute Galois group of K acts transitively on the points of order q,
then proving the irreducibility of the divisor is the same as proving the irre-
ducibility of the divisor of intersection of P with a single q-torsion point. We
complete the proof by analyzing the divisor locally at primes lying above q.
Although the question of whether or not there are infinitely many Mer-
senne primes is perhaps the best known problem concerning primes in divisi-
bility sequences, another question that has received a great deal of attention
in both the multiplicative and elliptic cases is the existence of primitive di-
visors. A primitive divisor of a term an in an integer sequence is a prime
divisor of an that divides no earlier term in the sequence.
Here we give a result for general one-dimensional function fields of char-
acteristic zero. We refer the reader to Section 5 for definitions and further
details, and to Section 2 for a discussion of work on primitive divisors in
other contexts.
Theorem 7. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, and let (DnP )n≥1 be
an EDS defined over K(C), the function field of a curve. Assume further
that there is no isomorphism ψ : E → E′ over K(C) with E′ defined over
K and ψ(P ) ∈ E′(K), and assume the point P is nontorsion. Then for all
but finitely many n, the divisor DnP has a primitive divisor.
Remark 8. The conditions on E and P in Theorem 7 are necessary. Indeed,
if an isomorphism ψ as above exists, then the EDS is trivial, and if P is
torsion, then it is periodic.
Theorem 5 focuses on the study of irreducible terms DnP in elliptic
divisibility sequences over K(C) when the index n is prime. The fact
that DnP is a divisibility sequence suggests that this restriction to prime
indices is necessary, since if m | n, then DnP always decomposes into a
sum DnP = DmP + (DnP −DmP ) of divisors defined over K. Thus DnP is
reducible unless either DmP = 0 or DnP = DmP , and the theorem on prim-
itive divisors (Theorem 7) says that DnP 6= DmP if n is sufficiently large.
More generally, a magnified EDS is an EDS that admits a type of generic
factorization. We will prove that magnified EDS have only finitely many
irreducible terms; see Theorem 32, and Theorem 18 for a related stronger
result. We also refer the reader to [13, Theorem 1.5] for effective bounds
(for K(C) = Q(t)) that are proven using the function field analogue of the
ABC conjecture.
We conclude our introduction with a brief overview of the contents of this
paper. In Section 2 we motivate our work with some historical remarks on
the study of primes and primitive divisors in divisibility sequences. Section 3
gives the proof of Theorem 2 on the existence of irreducible terms in Lucas
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sequences, and Section 4 gives the proof of the analogous Theorem 5 for
(split) elliptic divisibility sequences. Section 5 contains the proof of Theo-
rem 7 on the existence of primitive divisors in general EDS over function
fields. In Section 6 we take up the question of magnification in EDS and
use it to show that a magnified EDS contains only finitely many irreducible
terms. We also briefly comment on the difficulties of extending our irre-
ducibility methods to non-isotrivial EDS. We conclude in Section 7 with a
number of examples illustrating our results.
Acknowledgments. This project was initiated at a conference at the Inter-
national Centre for Mathematical Sciences in Edinburgh in 2007 and orig-
inally included the five authors, Graham Everest, and Nelson Stephens.
Graham is unfortunately no longer with us, but his ideas suffuse this work,
and we take this opportunity to remember and appreciate his life as a val-
ued colleague and friend. We also thank Nelson for his input during the
original meeting, and Maarten Derickx, Michael Rosen, and Jonathan Wise
for helpful discussions as the project approached completion.
2. History and Motivation
In this section we briefly discuss some of the history of primes and prim-
itive divisors in divisibility sequences over various types of rings and fields.
This is primarily meant to provide background and to help motivate our
work over function fields.
The search for Mersenne primes 2n− 1 was initiated by the French monk
Marin Mersenne in the early 17th-century and continues today in the form of
a distributed computer program currently running on nearly half a million
CPUs [26]. More generally, most integer Lucas sequences are expected to
have infinitely many prime terms [8, 17, 24]. The only obvious exceptions
occur with a type of generic factorization [13]. For example, if f and g are
positive coprime integers, then the Lucas sequence associated to f2 and g2,
(2) Ln =
f2n − g2n
f2 − g2 =
(
fn − gn
f − g
)(
fn + gn
f + g
)
,
contains only finitely many primes.
We remark that Seres [32, 33] has considered various irreducibility ques-
tions about compositions of the form Φn
(
f(x)
)
, where Φn(x) is the n
th
cyclotomic polynomial. These results, however, all focus on the case where
f(x) ∈ Z[x] has many integer roots, while we focus on the case where f − 1
is irreducible.
Elliptic divisibility sequences were first studied formally by Ward [54, 55],
although Watson [56] considered related sequences in his resolution of Lucas’
square pyramid problem. Recently, the study of elliptic divisibility sequences
has seen renewed interest [15, 42, 44, 45, 46, 50], including applications to
Hilbert’s 10th problem [6, 11, 29] and cryptography [23, 37, 47]. (We remark
that some authors use a slightly different definition of EDS via the division
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polynomial recursion. See the cited references for details. These definitions
differ only in finitely many valuations (see [1, The´ore`me A]).)
The nth Mersenne number Mn can be prime only if n is prime, and the
prime number theorem suggests that Mq has probability 1/ logMq of being
prime. Thus the number of prime terms Mq with q ≤ X should grow
like
∑
q≤X q
−1 ≈ log log(X). This argument fails to take into account some
nuances, but a more careful heuristic analysis by Wagstaff [53] refines this
argument and gives reason to believe that the number of q ≤ X such that Mq
is prime should be asymptotic to eγ log log2(X).
The study of prime terms of elliptic divisibility sequences began with
Chudnovsky and Chudnovsky [5], who searched for primes computationally.
An EDS over Z grows much faster: log |Dn|  n2, and again only prime
indices can give prime terms (with finitely many exceptions), so a reasonable
guess is that
#{n ≥ 1 : Dn is prime} 
∑
q prime
1
logDq

∑
q prime
1
q2
 1.
Building on the heuristic argument above, Einsiedler, Everest, and Ward [10]
conjectured that an EDS has only finitely many prime terms, and this con-
jecture was later expanded upon by Everest, Ingram, Mahe´ and Stevens
[13]. For some EDS, finiteness follows from a type of generic factorization
not unlike (2) (cf. [13, 14, 16, 25] and Section 6), but the general case appears
difficult.
The study of primitive divisors in integral Lucas sequences goes back
to the 19th-century work of Bang [2] and Zsigmondy [58], who showed
that an − bn has a primitive divisor for all n > 6, and has a long his-
tory [4, 31, 49, 52], culminating in the work of Bilu, Hanrot, and Voutier
[3], who proved that a Lucas sequence has primitive divisors for each in-
dex n > 30. Flatters and Ward considered the analogous question over
polynomial rings [18].
Work on primitive divisors in EDS is more recent, although we note that
in 1986 the third author included the existence of primitive divisors in EDS
as an exercise in the first edition of [43] (for the full proof, see [38]). A
number of authors have given bounds on the number of terms and/or the
largest term that have no primitive divisor for various types of EDS, as well
as studying generalized primitive divisors when End(E) 6= Z; see [15, 20,
21, 22, 50, 51]. The proofs of such results generally require deep quantita-
tive and/or effective versions of Siegel’s theorem on integrality of points on
elliptic curves.
3. Proof of Theorem 2—Irreducible Terms in Lucas Sequences
For this section, we let K be a number field, we take C/K to be a smooth
affine curve defined over K, and we write K[C] for the affine coordinate ring
of C/K. We begin with the definition of amenability, after which we prove
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that amenable Lucas sequences over K[C] have infinitely many irreducible
terms.
Definition 9. The degree of a divisor
D =
∑
P∈C
nP (P ) ∈ Div(CK) is the sum deg(D) =
∑
P∈C
nP .
For a regular function f ∈ K[C], we write deg(f) for the degree of the
divisor of zeros of f , i.e.,
deg(f) =
∑
P∈C
ordP (f).
We note that since C is affine, there may be some zeros of f “at infinity” that
aren’t counted. It need not be true that deg(f + g) ≤ max{deg(f),deg(g)}.
We are now ready to define our notion of amenability.
Definition 10. Let
Ln =
fn − gn
f − g ∈ K[C]
be a Lucas sequence. First assume f, g ∈ K[C]. We then say that the
sequence is amenable (over K[C]) if the following three conditions hold:
(1) div(f − g) is irreducible over K and of prime degree,
(2) deg(f − g) is the generic degree of af + bg as a, b range through K,
(3) f and g have no common zeroes.
In general, f and g are the roots of the quadratic polynomial
X2 − L2X + (L22 − L3)
over K[C]. Let C ′ → C be a cover such that K[C ′] is the integral closure
of K[C] in the field extension K(C, f, g)/K(C). Now we have f, g ∈ K[C ′]
and either C ′ equals C, or C ′ → C is a double cover. We call Ln amenable
(over K[C]) if it is amenable over K[C ′].
Example 11. Suppose that we are in the case C = A1, i.e., Ln is a Lucas
sequence in the polynomial ring K[T ]. There are two cases. First, if f and g
are themselves in K[T ], then (Ln)n≥1 is amenable if and only if
(1) f − g is an irreducible polynomial of K[T ] of prime degree,
(2) deg(f − g) = max{deg(f),deg(g)},
(3) f is not a constant multiple of g.
Second, if f and g are quadratic over K[T ], then they are conjugate, and
both f + g and (f − g)2 are in K[T ]. In this case, the sequence is amenable
if and only if
(1) (f − g)2 is an irreducible polynomial of K[T ] of prime degree,
(2) deg(f + g) ≤ 12 deg
(
(f − g)2),
(3) f + g 6= 0.
The following lemma provides the key tool in the proof of Theorem 2.
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Lemma 12. Let f, g ∈ K[C] be such that the associated Lucas sequence
Ln =
fn − gn
f − g
is amenable, let
D0 = div(f − g),
and define two sets of primes by
S =
{
q ⊂ OK prime : there is a rational prime q such thatq | q and div(Lq) is irreducible over K
}
,
M =
{
q ⊂ OK prime : C is smooth over (OK/q) andD0 is irreducible over (OK/q)
}
.
Then there is a finite set S′ of primes of OK such that
M ⊆ S ∪ S′.
Proof. Let q be a prime, and let ζ be a primitive qth-root of unity. Working
in K(ζ)[C], the function Lq factors as
(3) Lq =
f q − gq
f − g =
q−1∏
j=1
(
f − ζjg) .
Define the corresponding divisors on C by
Dj = div(f − ζjg) for 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1.
We claim that the divisors D0, . . . Dq−1 have pairwise disjoint support. To
see this, suppose that P ∈ C(K) is a common zero of f − ζig and f − ζjg
for some i 6= j. Then P is a common zero of f and g, which contradicts
Property (3) of amenability.
We now assume that q is chosen sufficiently large so that q is unrami-
fied in K. This implies that Q(ζ) is linearly disjoint from K over Q (be-
cause q is totally ramified in Q(ζ) and unramified in K). Then the group
Gal(K(ζ)/K) ∼= Gal(Q(ζ)/Q) acts transitively on the terms in the prod-
uct (3), so it also acts transitively on the divisors Dj with 1 ≤ j ≤ q − 1.
Thus, in order to show that
div(Lq) =
q−1∑
j=1
Dj
is irreducible over K, it suffices to show that Dj is irreducible over K(ζ) for
some 1 ≤ j ≤ q − 1. We do this by showing that the reduction D˜j modulo
some prime of K(ζ) is irreducible and has the same degree as Dj .
Choose primes Q ⊆ OK(ζ) and q ⊆ OK with Q | q | q. We may suppose
that q is taken large enough so that the reductions of f and g modulo Q,
which we denote by f˜ , g˜ ∈ kQ[C˜], are well-defined and satisfy
deg f˜ = deg f and deg g˜ = deg g.
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(Here kQ denotes the residue field of OK(ζ) at Q.)
In general, there may be a finite set of rational primes q such that some
point P ∈ Supp(Dj) reduces modulo Q to a point not on the affine curve C.
If this happens, then
deg(D˜j) < deg(Dj).
We wish to rule out this possibility. For D0, which does not depend on q, it
suffices to assume that q is sufficiently large. For Dj , we compare the degree
before and after reduction.
Let d = deg(D0) over K[C]. By part (2) of the amenability hypothesis
over K[C], we have
deg(Dj) ≤ d = deg(D0).
Further, since 1− ζj ∈ Q, we see that
(4) f − ζjg ≡ f − g (mod Q).
Hence D˜j = D˜0, and the degree of Dj is d both before and after reduction
modulo Q.
We now assume that q ∈ M , so that D˜0 mod q is irreducible over kq.
Since K(ζ)/K is totally ramified at q, the residue fields
kQ = OK(ζ)/Q and kq = OK/q are equal,
and hence D˜j = D˜0 is irreducible over this finite field. The degrees of Dj
and D˜j being equal, it follows that Dj is irreducible over K, and so div(Lq)
is irreducible over K(ζ). Since we have excluded only a finite number of
primes, this proves the lemma. 
Definition 13. Let K be a number field and PK its set of primes. The
Dirichlet density of a subset M ⊂ PK is defined as
d(M) = lim
s↓1
∑
p∈M N(p)
−s∑
p∈PK N(p)
−s ,
if that limit exists. We define the lower Dirichlet density d−(M) by taking
lim inf instead of lim.
We will relate densities of sets of primes of K and Q as follows.
Lemma 14. Let K be a number field and MK ⊂ PK . Let MQ = {p ∈ PQ |
∃p ∈M : N(p) = p}. Then we have
d−(MQ) ≥ d−(MK)
[K : Q]
Proof. It is shown in [27, § 13] that the limit defining d−(MK) does not
change if we remove from MK all primes of degree > 1, and replace the
denominator by log(1/(s − 1)). So assume without loss of generality that
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MK contains only primes of degree 1. For every element of MQ, there are
at most [K : Q] elements of MK , hence we get
d−(MQ) = lim
s↓1
∑
p∈MQ p
−s
log 1s−1
≥ 1
[K : Q]
lim
s↓1
∑
p∈MK N(p)
−s
log 1s−1
=
d−(MK)
[K : Q]
.

We will need the following easy consequence of the Chebotarev Density
Theorem.
Lemma 15. Let D be a divisor of prime degree defined over K such that D
is irreducible over K. Then there is a set T of primes of K of positive
density such that D˜ mod q is irreducible over kq for all q ∈ T .
Proof. Let p = deg(D), which by assumption is prime. By excluding a
finite set of primes, we may suppose that C has good reduction at every
q under consideration. Let L/K be the Galois extension of K generated
by the points in the support of D. If Q ∈ Supp(D) is any point, then the
irreducibility of D over K implies that [K(Q) : K] = p, so p | # Gal(L/K).
It follows that the set X ⊆ Gal(L/K) of elements acting as a p-cycle on
the support of D is non-empty, and this set is conjugacy-invariant. By
the Chebotarev Density Theorem ([27, Theorem 13.4]), there is a set of
primes T of K of density #X/[L : K] such that for Q | q ∈ T , the Frobenius
element of Gal(kQ/kq) acts as a p-cycle on the support of the reduction
of D modulo Q. In particular, for these q the reduction of D modulo q is
irreducible over kq. 
We now have the tools needed to prove that amenable Lucas sequences
over K[C] contain a significant number of irreducible terms.
Proof of Theorem 2. Write Ln = (f
n−gn)/(f−g). Assume first f, g ∈ K[C].
By Lemma 14 it suffices to prove that the set S of Lemma 12 has positive
lower density. Since the set S′ in Lemma 12 is finite, it suffices to prove that
the set M in Lemma 12 has positive lower density. But this follows from
the amenability assumption and Lemma 15, which finishes the proof in case
f, g ∈ K[C].
In general, let c : C ′ → C be as in the definition of amenable. Then
We find that there is a set of primes q of positive lower density such that
c∗ div(Lq) = div(Lq ◦ c) ∈ Div[C ′](K) is irreducible. This implies that
div(Lq) ∈ Div[C](K) is irreducible as well. 
4. Proof of Theorem 5—Irreducible Terms in EDS
Recall that Theorem 5 assumes that the elliptic curve E is defined over K.
We postpone the general definition of the minimal proper regular model to
Section 5, and for now claim that if E is defined over K, then its minimal
proper regular model is E = E × C. Note that a point Q ∈ E(K(C))
induces a map C → E that by abuse of notation we denote by σQ. The map
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σQ : C → E from the introduction is now given by σQ = (σQ × idC). As a
consequence, the EDS associated to P is simply given by
DnP = σ
∗
nP (O) ∈ Div(C), n ≥ 1,
and we will not use E in this section.
The proof of Theorem 5 proceeds along similar lines to the proof of The-
orem 2, but the proof is complicated by the fact that there are no totally
ramified primes, so we must use another argument to find appropriate primes
of degree 1. We begin with the key lemma, which is used in place of the fact
that qth-roots of unity generate totally ramified extensions.
Lemma 16. Let E/K be an elliptic curve defined over a number field,
and assume that E does not have CM. Then for all prime ideals p of K
such that p = NK/Q(p) is prime and sufficiently large and such that E has
ordinary reduction at p, and for all points Q ∈ E[p], there exists a degree 1
prime ideal P | p of the field K(Q) such that Q ≡ O (mod P).
Proof. Given E/K, for all sufficiently large primes p, the following conditions
hold:
• p is unramified in K,
• E has good reduction at all primes lying over p, and
• the Galois group Gal (K(E[p])/K) acts transitively on E[p].
It is clear that the first two conditions eliminate only finitely many primes,
and Serre’s theorem [34] says that the same is true for the third, since we
have assumed that E does not have CM.
Let p and Q be as in the lemma. To ease notation, let L = K
(
E[p]
)
and L′ = K(Q). Let P0 be a prime of L lying over p. The reduction-
mod-P0 map is not injective on p-torsion [43, III.6.4], so we can find a
nonzero point Q0 ∈ E[p] such that Q0 ≡ O (mod P0). Since Gal(L/K) acts
transitively on E[p], we can find a g ∈ Gal(L/K) such that g(Q0) = Q.
Then setting
P = g(P0), and P
′ = P ∩ L′,
we have
p = P′ ∩K, and Q ≡ O (mod P′).
For the convenience of the reader, the following display shows the fields and
primes that we are using:
L = K
(
E[p]
)
P∣∣ ∣∣
L′ = K(Q) P′∣∣ ∣∣
K p∣∣ ∣∣
Q p
It remains to prove that P′ is a prime of degree 1.
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Since we have assumed that p has degree 1 over Q, it suffices to prove
that the extension of residue fields kP′/kp is trivial. This is done using
ramification theory. We denote by DP and IP, respectively, the decomposi-
tion group and the inertia group of P. The degree of P′ is 1 exactly when
DP ⊂ IP Gal (L/L′). We prove this inclusion of sets using Serre’s results [34]
that describe the Gal (LP/Kp)-module structure of E[p], where LP, L
′
P′ ,
and Kp denote the completions of L, L
′, and K, respectively.
Let
ρp : Gal (L/K) −→ GL (E[p])
be the Galois representation associated to E[p]. Recall that E has ordi-
nary reduction at p and that p is unramified in K/Q, so Serre [34, §1.11]
shows the existence of a basis (Q1, Q2) of E[p] with Q1 ≡ O (mod P′), and
such that under the isomorphism GL (E[p]) ∼= GL2 (Fp) associated to the
basis (Q1, Q2), the following two facts are true:
• The image of DP under ρp is contained in the Borel subgroup {( ∗ ∗0 ∗ )}
of GL2 (Fp).
• The image of IP under ρp contains the subgroup {( ∗ 00 1 )} of order
p− 1.
Under our assumption that E has ordinary reduction, the kernel of re-
duction modulo P is cyclic of order p, so Q1 is a multiple of the point Q.
Hence Gal(L/L′) is the subgroup of Gal(L/K) consisting in automorphisms
acting trivially on Q1. Since Gal(L/K) acts transitively on E[p], the image
of ρp satisfies
ρp
(
Gal(L/L′)
)
=
{(
1 ∗
0 ∗
)}
⊂ GL2 (Fp) .
In particular, ρp
(
Gal(L/L′)
)
has order p(p− 1). It follows that
ρp (DP) ⊂ ρp
(
IP Gal
(
L/L′
))
.

We next use Lemma 16 to prove an elliptic curve analogue of Lemma 12.
Lemma 17. Let E, P , and K be as in the statement of Theorem 5, and
define sets of primes
UE =
{
q ⊂ OK prime : NK/Q(q) is prime, i.e., q has degree 1,and E has good ordinary reduction at q
}
,
SP =
{
q ∈ UE : DqP −DP is irreducible over K, where q = NK/Q(q)
}
,
MP =
{
q ∈ UE : DP modulo q is irreducible over OK/q
}
.
Then there is a finite set S′ of primes of OK such that
MP ⊆ SP ∪ S′.
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Proof. The point P ∈ E(K(C)) induces a map σP : C → E, and our
assumption that P is not a constant point, i.e., P /∈ E(K), implies that σP
is a finite covering. For any rational prime q, we have
(5) DqP −DP = σ∗qP (O)− σ∗P (O) =
∑
Q∈E[q]r{O}
σ∗P (Q).
As noted in the proof of Lemma 16, if q is sufficiently large, then Gal(K/K)
acts transitively on E[q] r {O}. Thus Gal(K/K) acts transitively on the
summands in the right side of (5), so in order to prove that DqP −DP is
irreducible over K, it suffices to take a nonzero point Q ∈ E[q] and show
that σ∗P (Q) is irreducible over L
′ := K(Q).
Let q ∈ MP , so in particular q has degree 1, and let q = NK/Q(q). We
want to show that q ∈ SP (if q is sufficiently large.) We will do this by
finding a prime Q in L′ such that σ∗P (Q) mod Q is irreducible over the finite
field OL′/Q. (This suffices, since the reduction modulo Q of a reducible
divisor is clearly reducible.)
Lemma 16 says that if q is sufficiently large, then there is a prime Q in L′
of degree 1 over q such that Q ≡ O (mod Q). Thus
σ∗P (Q) ≡ σ∗P (O) (mod Q),
so it suffices to prove that σ∗P (O) mod Q is irreducible over OL′/Q.
We have assumed that p ∈ MP , so by the definition of MP , we know
that DP mod q is irreducible over the finite field OK/q. Since further Q
has degree 1 over q, this implies that DP mod Q is irreducible over OL′/Q,
which completes the proof of the lemma. 
We now have the tools to complete the proof.
Proof of Theorem 5. We continue with the notation in the statement of
Lemma 17. We recall from Lemma 14 that if T is a set of primes of K
having positive lower density, then the set of rational primes divisible by
elements of T has positive lower density in the primes of Q. So in order
to prove Theorem 5, it suffices to prove that the set SP has positive lower
density. Since the set S′ in Lemma 17 is finite, it suffices to prove that the
set MP in Lemma 17 has positive lower density.
We are assuming that the divisor DP is irreducible over K and has prime
degree. By Lemma 15, the divisor DP modulo q is irreducible for a set of
primes of positive density; and since the primes where E has supersingular
reduction have density zero [12, 35, 36], the same is true if we restrict to
primes where E has ordinary reduction. This proves that MP has positive
lower density, which completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
If DP is reducible, then the conclusion of Theorem 5 may be false. A
counterexample is the case that C is an elliptic curve and the section σP :
C → E is an isogeny of degree at least 2. Notice that in this case, the
divisor DP is never irreducible, because its support contains OC , the zero
point of C. The same holds for DqP −DP , as its support contains σ∗P (OE).
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However, if we remove this divisor σ∗P (OE), then under a mild hypothesis,
we can prove that the remaining divisor σ∗P [q]
∗(OE)−σ∗P (OE) is irreducible
for almost all primes q, not just a positive density. This is the following
theorem.
Theorem 18. We continue with the notation of the statement and proof
of Theorem 5. Suppose that C is an elliptic curve isogenous to E and
σP : C → E is an isogeny of degree d > 1. Further, assume that Gal(K/K)
acts transitively on ker (σP )r {OE}. Then for all sufficiently large rational
primes q, the divisor DqP −DP is a sum of exactly two irreducible divisors,
one of degree (d− 1)(q2 − 1) and one of degree q2 − 1.
Proof. Let q be a rational prime with q - d. Then
DqP −DP = σ∗P [q]∗(OE)− σ∗P (OE) =
∑
Q∈ker(σP ◦[q])rker(σP )
(Q).
The decomposition of DqP −DP into a sum of irreducible divisors over K
will follow from the decomposition of ker (σP ◦ [q]) = ker (σP )⊕ C[q] into a
union of orbits under the action of Gal(K/K).
To ease notation, we let L = K
(
ker(σP )
)
. As remarked at the beginning
of the proof of Lemma 16, Serre’s theorem [34] implies that if q is sufficiently
large, then Gal(K/L) acts transitively on the set C[q]r{OC}. (Note that we
are assuming that E does not have CM, so the same holds for the isogenous
elliptic curve C.) Further, we have assumed that Gal
(
K/K
)
acts transi-
tively on ker (σP )r{OC}. Therefore the set ker (σP )⊕C[q] decomposes into
the following four Galois orbits:
(i) {(OC , OC)},
(ii) {(R,OC) : R ∈ ker(σP ), R 6= OC},
(iii) {(OC , S) : S ∈ C[q], S 6= OC},
(iv) {(R,S) : R ∈ ker(σP ), S ∈ C[q], R 6= OC and S 6= OC}.
Since DqP − DP consists of orbits (iii) and (iv), which have the correct
cardinalities, this concludes the proof. 
Remark 19. Theorem 18 gives a factorization of a division polynomial
associated to a composition of isogenies. In the general case, the same proof
can be used to deduce for q large enough a decomposition of DqP −DP into
a sum of irreducible divisors over K from a decomposition of ker (σP ) as a
union of orbits under the action of Gal(K/K). In section 6 we use similar
ideas to give examples of EDS arising from points on nonsplit elliptic curves
which have only finitely many irreducible terms.
5. Proof of Theorem 7—Primitive Divisors in EDS
In this section we prove a characteristic zero function field analogue of the
classical result [38] that all but finitely many terms in an elliptic divisibility
sequence have a primitive divisor.
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Proving the existence of primitive valuations in EDS is much easier over
function fields than it is over number fields because there are no archimedean
absolute values. Over number fields, multiples nP of P will come arbitrarily
close to O in the archimedean metrics, necessitating the use of deep results
from Diophantine approximation. Over characteristic zero function fields,
once some multiple nP comes close to O in some v-adic metric, no multiple
of P ever comes v-adically closer to O; cf. Lemma 25 below.
Inquiry into the number field analogues of the results in this section has
been motivated by the parallel question for Lucas sequences, answered defini-
tively by Bilu, Hanrot, and Voutier [3]. It is therefore natural to ask if one
can prove similar results for Lucas sequences over function fields. Along
these lines, Flatters and Ward [18] have shown that, for a polynomial ring
over any field, all terms beyond the second with indices coprime to the
characteristic have a primitive valuation.
5.1. Minimal proper regular models. We begin with the somewhat
technical definition of a minimal proper regular model, immediately fol-
lowed by equivalent definitions and properties that may be more suitable
for thinking about elliptic divisibility sequences.
Definition 20. Let C be a smooth projective geometrically irreducible
curve over a number field K, and E/K(C) an elliptic curve. A proper
regular model for E/K(C) is a pair (E , pi) consisting of a regular scheme
E and a proper flat morphism pi : E → C with its generic fiber identified
with E.
A proper regular model is minimal if, given any other proper regular
model (E ′, pi′), the birational map f : E ′ 99K E satisfying pi ◦ f = pi′ induced
by the identification of the generic fibers, is a morphism.
For any elliptic curve E/K(C), there is a unique minimal proper regular
model ([40, IV.4.5]), and it is projective over K. In particular, the minimal
proper regular model is an elliptic surface according to the definition of [40,
III].
If E is defined over K, then we can simply take E = E×C, as we claimed
in Section 4.
The following lemma shows how to determine the terms in an EDS with-
out computing a minimal proper regular model.
Lemma 21. Let v be a valuation of K(C), and write E in terms of a
minimal Weierstrass equation at v (as in [43, VII]). Then we have
v(DnP ) = max{0,−1
2
v(x([n]P ))}.
Proof. The minimal proper regular model (E , pi) of E/K(C) may have sin-
gular fibers. The zero section intersects fibers of (E , pi) only at non-singular
points. Since we are only interested in the pull-back of the image of the
zero section O by some other section σ : C → E , we only need to consider
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the identity component of the smooth part of each fiber. But the identity
component of the smooth part of a fiber is given by the minimal Weierstrass
equation ([40, IV.6.1 and IV.9.1]). 
A Weierstrass equation over K(C) is minimal at all but finitely many
valuations. For those valuations where it is not minimal, a change of co-
ordinates makes the Weierstrass equation minimal, which changes v(DnP )
by an amount bounded independently of n (but depending on the chosen
Weierstrass equation).
Example 22. We illustrate Lemma 21. Take E to be a minimal proper
regular model. Fix a minimal Weierstrass equation for E over some affine
piece of C and write P = (xP , yP ). Then 2DnP is close to the polar divisor
of the function xP ∈ K(C), but may differ at valuations of K(C) where the
coefficients are not regular or the discriminant is not invertible.
For example, consider the curve and point
E : y2 = x3 − T 2x+ 1, P = (xP , yP ) = (T, 1) ∈ E
(
K(T )
)
,
over the rational function field K(T ). It is minimal at all finite values for T ,
but to compute σ∗PO at T = ∞, we must change variables, say (x, y) =
(T 2X,T 3Y ). The new equation is
E : Y 2 = X3 − U2X + U6,
with U = T−1, and the point P has coordinates (XP , YP ) = (U,U3). This
Weierstrass model is not smooth at U = 0 (not even as a surface over K), so
to find a regular model, we would have to blow up the singularity. However,
the discriminant 16U6(4 − 27U6) is not divisible by U12, hence this is a
minimal Weierstrass equation at U = 0, so so Lemma 21 applies. Since
−1
2
ordU=0XP = −1
2
ordU=0 U = −1
2
< 0,
we obtain
ord∞DP = ord∞ σ∗PO = 0,
in spite of having
−1
2
ord∞ xP = −1
2
ord∞ T =
1
2
> 0
in the original model.
5.2. Primitive valuations.
Definition 23. Let K be a field, let C/K be a smooth projective curve, and
let (Dn)n≥1 be a sequence of effective divisors on C. A primitive valuation2
2To avoid confusion, we have changed terminology slightly and refer to primitive val-
uations, rather than primitive prime divisors. The reason that we do this is because the
terms in our EDS are divisors on C, and it is confusing to refer to divisors of divisors. Note
that our “prime divisors” are points of C(K), which correspond to normalized valuations
of the function field K(C).
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of Dn is a normalized valuation γ of K(C) (equivalently, a point γ ∈ C(K))
such that
ordγ(Dn) ≥ 1 and ordγ(Di) = 0 for all i < n.
We now begin the proof of Theorem 7, which we restate with a small
amount of added notation.
Theorem 24. Let K be a field of characteristic 0 and let (DnP )n≥1 be an
elliptic divisibility sequence as in Definition 4. Assume further that there
is no isomorphism ψ : E → E′ over K(C) with E′ defined over K and
ψ(P ) ∈ E′(K), and that the point P ∈ E(K(C)) is nontorsion. Then there
exists an N = N(E,P ) such that for every n ≥ N , the divisor DnP has a
primitive valuation.
To ease notation, we assume for the remainder of this section that the con-
stant field K is algebraically closed, and of course we retain the assumption
that char(K) = 0. Note that there is no loss of generality in this assumption,
since we have adopted the convention of considering valuations on K(C).
We start with a standard lemma (cf. [41, Lemma 4]) whose conclusion
over function fields is much stronger than the analogous statement over
number fields. The term rigid divisibility has been used for sequences with
this strong property. For the convenience of the reader, we include a proof
via basic properties of the formal group.
Lemma 25. Let (DnP )n≥1 be an EDS associated to an elliptic surface as
in Definition 4, let γ ∈ C(K) be a point appearing in the support of some
divisor in the EDS, and let
m = min{n ≥ 1 : ordγ DnP ≥ 1}.
Then
ordγ DnP =
{
ordγ DmP if m | n,
0 if m - n.
Proof. Let
E
(
K(C)
)
γ,r
=
{
P ∈ E(K(C)) : ordγ σ∗PO ≥ r} ∪ {O}.
Then E
(
K(C)
)
γ,r
is a subgroup of E
(
K(C)
)
, and
ordγ DnP = max{r ≥ 0 : nP ∈ E
(
K(C)
)
γ,r
}.
This all follows from standard properties of the formal group of E over the
completion K(C)γ of K(C) at the valuation ordγ ; see [43, Chapter IV]. It
also follows that there is an isomorphism of additive groups
E
(
K(C)γ
)
γ,r
E
(
K(C)γ
)
γ,r+1
∼= M
r
γ
Mr+1γ
∼= K for all r ≥ 1,
where we use the notation Mγ to denote K(C)γ ’s maximal ideal. The
quotient is torsion-free since char(K) = 0.
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Let d = ordγ DmP . By assumption, we have d ≥ 1 and
mP ∈ E(K(C))
γ,d
r E
(
K(C)
)
γ,d+1
.
Since the quotient is torsion-free, it follows that every multiple also satisfies
mkP ∈ E(K(C))
γ,d
r E
(
K(C)
)
γ,d+1
,
so ordγ DmkP = d = ordγ DmP .
Conversely, suppose that ordγ DnP ≥ 1. To ease notation, let e =
ordγ DnP . Then
nP ∈ E(K(C))
γ,e
and mP ∈ E(K(C))
γ,d
,
so the fact that
{
E
(
K(C)
)
γ,r
}
r≥0 give a filtration of subgroups of E
(
K(C)
)
implies that
gcd(m,n)P ∈ E(K(C))
γ,min(d,e)
.
Hence
ordγ Dgcd(m,n)P ≥ min(d, e) ≥ 1,
so by the minimality of m we have m ≤ gcd(m,n). Therefore m | n, which
completes the proof of the lemma. 
Definition 26. Let E/K(C) and E → C be as in Definition 4. The canon-
ical height of a point P ∈ E(K(C)) is the quantity
ĥE(P ) = lim
n→∞
deg σ∗nPO
n2
.
(If nP = O, we set σ∗nPO = 0.)
Proposition 27. The limit defining the canonical height exists, and the
function ĥE : E
(
K(C)
)→ [0,∞) is a quadratic form satisfying
(6) ĥE(P ) = deg σ
∗
PO +OE(1) for all P ∈ E
(
K(C)
)
.
(The OE(1) depends on E/K(C).)
Next, assume that there is no isomorphism ψ : E → E′ with E′ defined
over K and ψ(P ) ∈ E′(K). Then we have
ĥE(P ) = 0 ⇐⇒ P ∈ E
(
K(C)
)
tors
.
Proof. A proof is given in [40, III.4.3], except for the final equivalence in the
case where E is isomorphic to a curve over K.
So assume E is given by a Weierstrass equation with coefficients in K.
The point P is not in E(K), so P is not a torsion point. The point P
induces a map σP : C → E. Since P /∈ E(K), the map σP is not constant,
i.e. deg(σp) is strictly positive. We show ĥE(P ) = deg(σP ).
An equation with coefficients in K is automatically a minimal Weierstrass
equation for every valuation v of K(C), so Lemma 21 tells us
ĥE(P ) = lim
n→∞n
−2∑
v
max{0,−1
2
v(x([n]P ))} = lim
n→∞n
−2 deg x([n]P ).
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Here deg x([n]P ) is the degree of the map x([n]P ) : C → P1, and we have
x([n]P ) = x ◦ [n] ◦ σP . In particular, multiplicativity of degrees tells us
deg x([n]P ) = 2n2 deg σP . 
Remark 28. It is not hard to derive explicit upper and lower bounds for
the OE(1) in (6) in terms of geometric invariants of the elliptic surface E ;
see for example [39, 57].
Proof of Theorem 24. The proof follows the lines of the proof over number
fields; cf. [38]. The point P is not a torsion point. From Proposition 27 we
know ĥE(P ) > 0. Suppose that DnP has no primitive valuations. Then
DnP =
∑
γ∈C
ordγ(DnP )(γ)
≤
∑
m<n
∑
γ∈Supp(DmP )
ordγ(DnP )(γ) by assumption,
≤
∑
m|n,m<n
∑
γ∈Supp(DmP )
ordγ(DmP )(γ) from Lemma 25,
=
∑
m|n,m<n
DmP .
Taking degrees and using properties of the canonical height yields
n2ĥE(P ) = ĥE(nP )
= degDnP +O(1)
≤
∑
m|n,m<n
degDmP +O(1)
=
∑
m|n,m<n
(
ĥE(mP ) +O(1)
)
=
∑
m|n,m<n
(
m2ĥE(P ) +O(1)
)
≤ n2
( ∑
m|n,m>1
1
m2
)
ĥE(P ) +O(n)
< n2
(
ζ(2)− 1)ĥE(P ) +O(n)
<
2
3
n2ĥE(P ) +O(n).
Since ĥE(P ) > 0, this gives an upper bound for n. 
Remark 29. It is an interesting question to give an explicit upper bound
for the value of N(E,P ) in Theorem 24, i.e., for the largest value of n
such DnP has no primitive valuation. Using the function field version of
Lang’s height lower bound conjecture, proven in [19], and standard explicit
estimates for the difference between the Weil height and the canonical height,
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it may be possible to prove that for EDS associated to a minimal model, the
bound N(E,P ) may be chosen to depend only on the genus of the function
field K(C), independent of E and P . However, the details are sufficiently
intricate that we will leave the argument for a subsequent note. (See [22]
for a weaker result over number fields, conditional on the validity of Lang’s
height lower bound conjecture for number fields.)
Remark 30. Theorem 24 ensures, in the non-split case, that all but finitely
many terms in an EDS over a function field have a primitive valuation.
If the base field K is a number field, then these valuations correspond to
divisors defined over K, and thus are attached to a Galois orbit of points.
It is natural to ask about the degrees of these primitive valuations. Note
that if γ ∈ C(K) is in the support of one of these primitive valuations,
then P specializes to a torsion point on the fiber above γ, and so it follows
from [40, Theorem III.11.4] (or elementary estimates if the fiber is singular)
that the height of γ is bounded by a quantity depending only on E. One
immediately obtains an O(log n)-lower bound on the degree of the smallest
primitive valuation of DnP . Maarten Derickx has pointed out to the authors
that one can prove a weaker, but more uniform, lower bound using deep
results of Merel, Oesterle´, and Parent (see [28] and the addendum to [9]).
In particular, one obtains a lower bound which is logarithmic in the largest
prime divisor of n, with constants depending only on the underlying number
field, independent of E.
6. Magnification and Elliptic Divisibility Sequences
As usual, let C/K be a smooth projective curve defined over a field K
of characteristic zero and consider an elliptic divisibility sequence (DnP )n≥1
arising as in Definition 4 from a K(C)-point P on an elliptic curve E/K(C).
Suppose that E and P satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 24. That theorem
then says that there exists a sequence γ1, γ2, γ3, . . . of closed points of C
such that
ordγn(DmP ) > 0 ⇐⇒ n | m.
Theorem 5 provides examples of elliptic divisibility sequences such that for
infinitely many indices n, the support of DnP is exactly the Gal(K/K)-orbit
of the single point γn.
However, the example of Lucas sequences with finitely many irreducible
terms (2) suggests that the same should be true for some EDS. In this section
we describe properties of EDS that ensure that for all sufficiently large n,
the divisor DnP contains at least two distinct Galois orbits.
Definition 31. An elliptic divisibility sequence (DnP )n≥1 attached to an
elliptic curve E/K(C) is said to be magnified over K(C) if there is an elliptic
curve E′/K(C), an isogeny τ : E′ −→ E defined over K(C) that is not an
isomorphism, and a point P ′ ∈ E′(K(C)) such that P = τ(P ′).
The following result is a variant of [13, Theorem 1.5].
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Theorem 32. Assume that E and P satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 24,
and that (DnP )n≥1 is magnified over K(C). Then there is a constant M =
M(E,P ) such that for every index n > M , the support of the divisor DnP
includes at least two valuations that are not Gal
(
K/K
)
-conjugates of one
another.
Proof. Let τ : E′ −→ E and P ′ ∈ E′(K(C)) be defined as in Definition 31,
and let (DnP ′)n≥1 be the elliptic divisibility sequence associated to P
′.
The isogeny τ induces a morphism τ from the Ne´ron model of E′ to the
Ne´ron model of E. The zero section intersects fibers of the minimal proper
regular model only at non-singular points, so we know from the relationship
between the minimal proper regular model and the Ne´ron model [40, IV.6.1
and IV.9.1] that, for any index n, the divisor
(7) DnP −DnP ′ = σ∗nP (OE)− σ∗nP ′(OE′) = σ∗nP ′
(
τ∗(OE)−OE′
)
is effective (cf. [50, Lemma 2.13] for a complete proof of the analogous result
for elliptic divisibility sequences defined over number fields).
We required the hypotheses of Theorem 24 only for (E,P ), but the
proof of that theorem holds for (E′, P ′) as well. Indeed, the hypotheses
are used in the proof of Theorem 24 only for showing ĥ(P ) > 0, which
implies ĥ(P ′) > 0 via τ . In particular, there is a bound N(E′, P ′) such
that for every n > N(E′, P ′), the divisor DnP ′ has a primitive valuation,
say γ′n ∈ C(K). Then γ′n occurs also in the support of DnP . Further,
since every divisor DmP ′ ∈ Div(C) is defined over K, we see that every
Gal
(
K/K
)
-conjugate of a primitive valuation of DnP ′ is again a primitive
valuation of DnP ′ . Hence Theorem 32 is proven once we show that for all
sufficiently large n, the support of DnP contains a valuation γn ∈ C(K) with
ordγn(DnP ′) = 0. We do this by modifying the proof of Theorem 24.
Suppose that n is an index such that ordγ(DnP ′) > 0 for every valua-
tion γ belonging to the support of DnP . We will show that n is bounded.
Let d = deg(τ) ≥ 2. Applying (7) and its analogue for the dual of τ , we
get
ordγ(DndP ′) ≥ ordγ(DnP ) ≥ ordγ(DnP ′)
for every valuation γ. If γ belongs to the support ofDnP , then by assumption
we also have ordγ(DnP ′) > 0, so Lemma 25 tells us that the outermost orders
are equal. In particular, we get
ordγ(DnP ) = ordγ(DnP ′),
which is also true if γ does not belong to the support of DnP . It follows that
DnP = DnP ′ . Taking degrees, this implies
n2dĥ(P ′) = ĥ(nP ) ≤ degDnP +O(1) = degDnP ′ +O(1)
≤ ĥ(nP ′) +O(1) ≤ n2ĥ(P ′) +O(1).
In particular, the index n is bounded since d > 1. 
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Remark 33. The proof of Theorem 32 is based on the effectiveness of the
divisor DnP − DnP ′ . Corrales-Rodriga´n˜ez and Schoof [7] proved that, in
number fields, the analog to the magnification condition is the only way to
construct a pair of elliptic divisibility sequences (Bn)n≥1 and (Dn)n≥1 such
that Bn | Dn for every n ≥ 1.
Remark 34. Theorem 32 implies that Theorem 5 cannot be generalized to
magnified points.
7. Examples
In this section we provide examples of Lucas sequences and elliptic di-
visibility sequences over function fields that illustrate some of our results.
Computations were performed with Sage Mathematics Software [48].
7.1. Lucas sequences over K[T ]. We provide some examples illustrating
the two cases of Remark 11. If f(T ) ∈ K[T ] has prime degree and f(T )− 1
is irreducible, then the Lucas sequence
Ln =
f(T )n − 1
f(T )− 1
is amenable. Lemma 12 then tells us that Lq is irreducible for all sufficiently
large q such that f(T ) is irreducible modulo some q | q. Looking at the proof
of Lemma 12, we see that the following notion of “sufficiently large” suffices.
(1) f(T ) has q-integral coefficients, and leading coefficient a q-unit.
(2) Q(ζq) is linearly disjoint from K.
For example, f(T ) = T 2 + 1 ∈ Q[T ] is irreducible modulo all primes
q ≡ 3 (mod 4). Hence in the Lucas sequence
Ln =
(T 2 + 2)n − 1
T 2 + 1
,
the term Lq is irreducible for all primes q ≡ 3 (mod 4). In fact, we checked
that Lq is irreducible for all primes q ≤ 1009, which suggests that Lq may
be irreducible for all primes. The first few terms, in factored form, are:
L1 = 1,
L2 = T
2 + 3,
L3 = T
4 + 5T 2 + 7,
L4 = (T
2 + 3)(T 4 + 4T 2 + 5),
L5 = T
8 + 9T 6 + 31T 4 + 49T 2 + 31,
L6 = (T
2 + 3)(T 4 + 3T 2 + 3)(T 4 + 5T 2 + 7),
L7 = T
12 + 13T 10 + 71T 8 + 209T 6 + 351T 4 + 321T 2 + 127,
L8 = (T
2 + 3)(T 4 + 4T 2 + 5)(T 8 + 8T 6 + 24T 4 + 32T 2 + 17),
L9 = (T
4 + 5T 2 + 7)(T 12 + 12T 10 + 60T 8 + 161T 6 + 246T 4 + 204T 2 + 73),
L10 = (T
2 + 3)(T 8 + 7T 6 + 19T 4 + 23T 2 + 11)(T 8 + 9T 6 + 31T 4 + 49T 2 + 31).
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In general, the Chebotarev density theorem used in Lemma 15 provides
us with a specific value for the lower density. In the case that the extension
of K generated by a root of f(T ) is Galois of prime degree p, the lower
density provided by our proof is (p− 1)/p.
For a concrete example of the second type of Lucas sequence described in
Remark 11, we consider
Ln =
fn − gn
f − g ∈ Z[T ],
where
f = T + S, g = T − S, S2 = T 3 − 2.
The first few terms of this sequence are
L1 = 1,
L2 = 2T,
L3 = (T + 1)(T
2 + 2T − 2),
L4 = 4T (T − 1)(T 2 + 2T + 2),
L5 = T
6 + 10T 5 + 5T 4 − 4T 3 − 20T 2 + 4,
L6 = 2T (T + 1)(T
2 + 2T − 2)(3T 3 + T 2 − 6),
L7 = T
9 + 21T 8 + 35T 7 + T 6 − 84T 5 − 70T 4 + 12T 3 + 84T 2 − 8.
We have checked that Lq is irreducible for all primes 5 ≤ q ≤ 1009, but
we note that Lq is reducible for q = 3. It seems likely that all but finitely
many prime-indexed terms of this sequence are irreducible, but this sequence
illustrates the fact that amenability does not imply that every prime-indexed
term is irreducible.
7.2. Split elliptic divisibility sequences. Let
E : y2 + a1xy + a3y = x
3 + a2x
2 + a4x+ a6
be an elliptic curve defined over K. Then for any curve C/K, we may
consider E as a split elliptic curve over the function field K(C).
We now take C = E and consider E as an elliptic curve over its own
function field K(E) = K(x, y). Then DnP for P = (x, y) is essentially the
divisor of the division polynomial Ψn(x, y). This constitutes a universal
example in the following sense. Suppose C is a curve defined over K with
a rational map C → E. Then, considering E as a curve over K(E), pulling
back by this map gives E as a curve over K(C):
E/K(C) //

E/K(E)

SpecK(C) // SpecK(E)
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Pulling back the point P = (x, y) across the top gives rise to a K(C)-
point on E. Conversely, any K(C)-point on E gives rise to a map C → E.
In particular, the only K(T )-points of E are its K-points, since the only
maps P1 → E are constant.
To illustrate this construction, suppose that
E : y2 = x3 − 7x+ 6.
Consider the curve
C : v2 = u3 − 7(u3 + 2)4u+ 6(u3 + 2)6
and the map
C −→ E, (u, v) 7−→ (u/(u3 + 2)2, v/(u3 + 2)3).
Then
P = (u/(u3 + 2)2, v/(u3 + 2)3) ∈ E(K(C)),
and the associated sequence of DnP (in factored form, where we identify DQ
with a function on C whose divisor is DQ − deg(DQ)(O)) begins
DP = (u
3 + 2),
D2P = 2y(u
3 + 2),
D3P = (u
3 + 2)(72u22 + 1008u19 + 5964u16 + 19320u13 − 49u12
+ 36960u10 − 392u9 + 42u8 + 41676u7 − 1176u6 + 168u5
+ 25551u4 − 1568u3 + 168u2 + 6528u− 784),
D4P = 4y(u
3 + 2)(288u42 + 8064u39 + 104160u36 + 822528u33
+ 4435592u30 + 504u28 + 17275648u27 + 9072u25
+ 50100936u24 + 71988u22 + 109870016u21 + 330456u19
+ 183006341u18 + 966672u16 + 230282052u15 + 441u14
+ 1867572u13 + 215342212u12 + 3528u11 + 2380539u10
+ 144988252u9 + 10584u8 + 1927548u7 + 66365219u6
+ 14112u5 + 897708u4 + 18454080u3 + 7056u2
+ 182784u+ 2345536).
We also computed D5P −DP , which has degree 84 and is irreducible (as a
polynomial in u).
7.3. An isogeny. As an example to which Theorem 18 applies, consider
the elliptic curves
E : y2 + y = x3 − x2 − 10x− 20,
C : v2 + v = u3 − u2 − 7820u− 263580.
There is an isogeny σP : C → E of degree 5 such that the divisor∑
Q∈ker(σP )
(Q)− (O)
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is irreducible overQ. The map σP gives a point P on E as a curve overK(C).
We find that, in factored form,
DP = (5u
2 + 505u+ 12751)
D3P = (5u
2 + 505u+ 12751)(3u4 − 4u3 − 46920u2 − 3162957u
− 60098081)(u16 + 808u15 + 307664u14 + 73114536u13
+ 12109319702u12 + 1478712412670u11 + 137408300375962u10
+ 9888567316290696u9 + 555597255218203792u8
+ 24384290372532564144u7 + 830287549319036362345u6
+ 21602949256698317741635u5 + 418237794866116560977925u4
+ 5763041398838852610101023u3 + 52312834246514003927525299u2
+ 268864495959470526718080718u+ 530677345945019287998317531).
The factor
3u4 − 4u3 − 46920u2 − 3162957u− 60098081
is the third division polynomial for C, as expected from the proof Theo-
rem 18.
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